Star Chapter Member of the American Association of Woodturners
TURNING

Hands-on Session of Space Coast Woodturners – August 18, 2012
Bob Winburn – Demonstrating how to use jig for fluting and decorative cuts
Submitted by Dotty Pugh – Secretary

Bob turning cylinder into desired shape

Things that Bob made using the jig

Large ornament

D

Box with finial made using the jig

Hollowed vase with cutouts and hand colored decoration

Finial on box, also made using the jig for the cutouts

Jig in raised position for making curved lines

Materials Needed:
Wood of choice – size depends on what you are going to make
Lathe with indexing guide or separate indexing guide (possible source for indexing guide - http://alisam.com/ )
4-jaw chuck
Jig
Drill bit to start hole – size depends on how large your blank is (or you can use a gouge)
Jacobs chuck or drill bit that has a morse taper to fit your lathe
Dremel tool or similar (roto-zip, etc.)
Straight router bit that fits in Dremel or zip bit – size depends on how big you want the grooves or lines to be
Spindle gouge
Parting tool
Burning wire (optional)
Sandpaper - Various grits
Finish of choice
Procedure:
*Place wood in scroll chuck – end grain orientation
*Turn down to cylinder, and then to the desired shape
*Place bit into Jacobs chuck in tailstock.
*Drill starter hole to desired depth – don’t go through the bottom
*Hollow out object using a gouge or other tool of choice
*Wall thickness should be 1/8” or less
*Remove tool rest, place jig in banjo
*Determine how far apart you want the grooves – on index wheel, count out how many spaces to move the locking pin. IMPORTANT Make sure that you use the same number of spaces each time for evenly spaced cuts.
LATHE SHOULD BE TURNED OFF!

Procedure continued:
*For straight lines – have the jig at the horizontal position; for curved lines, raise the jig as much as desired to get the shape you want.
*Place the Dremel tool on the jig so that the bit is at center height on the piece.
*Mark pencil lines at both ends of the piece – use these lines to determine where to stop the groove
*Lock the lathe in place or put pin in desired hole on the index guide. Don’t forget - LATHE SHOULD BE TURNED OFF!
*Turn on Dremel tool; place bit against wood and slide Dremel tool left and right between the pencil lines drawn previously. Make
several passes until wood can be pierced through; at the end of the cut, angle Dremel tool slightly so the backside (inside the piece) is
square (in other words not beveled).
*Move pin on the indexing guide the number of spaces previously determined and continue to repeat the process until all of the grooves
are cut into the piece.
*With the parting tool, make a groove in the wood where the pencil lines are. Use burning wire to burn this area, if desired.
*Sand inside and outside of piece, using various grits. Use an emery board to sand inside the grooves.
*Determine the shape of the bottom of the piece; use a gouge to make the bottom like you want it.
*Piece can be finished on the lathe or it can be done off the lathe – your choice
*Part off
*Sand off nub on bottom, if necessary

Here are a few more pictures of the hands-on session.

Lathe with hand-made indexing guide and platform

Piece with grooves cut into it

Beginning of process – cutting grooves – note pencil lines

Hand-made sanding mop

Bar with magnets on bottom – pin for indexing guide

Non-adjustable platform – bottom side

Some of the audience for today’s hands-on session

Hand-made Sanding tool – with Morse taper

Adjustable platform - raised all the way up

Piece that Bob turned today. Great job, Bob. Thank you.

If you didn’t attend this hands-on, you missed a good time. There were a lot of people here and I think all learned a lot
today. The hands-on sessions are a great place to learn new things and get help from more experienced turners. They
are held on the third Saturday of the month at our regular meeting place in Melbourne Village. Hope to see you at the
next session – September 15, 2012.
September’s hands-on session will be Harvey Driver, teaching how to turn the two-part Christmas ornament that he
will demonstrate at the September 12th meeting.
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